
I am enclosing the price list with the Novelties from CMC for 2023.

Contrary to what CMC has previously announced,

the Porsche 904 models announced in 2022 will not be available this year either. Its release has

been postponed for another year. If you had already pre-ordered them, I will contact you next year for

a possible extension of this pre-order.

Prices of previously announced models (Uhlenhaut, Alfa P3) will increase by approx. 8%

due to the known reasons: inflation, higher material and energy costs, etc.)

You will find the new prices on the list.

In addition to the models still to be delivered from 2022 (3 x Mercedes SLR Coupe Uhlenhaut and the

various Alfa Romeo P3 models), 10 Ferrari GTO models have been announced for this year.See attached list..

Of these, there are 4 Lefthand Drive (LHD) and (new) 6 Righthand Drive (RHD). The LHD models are a bit

cheaper.

Ferrari GTO models (LHD) were previously issued in 2016, these have now

increased in value considerably. Prices from €1000 to €2000 are quite common.

Pre-orders 2023 

For pre-orders, a discount of 5 to 7% applies until January 30, 2023. (see the price list)

Orders are processed in the order they are received, so please place your order as soon as possible

If you have already ordered the Uhlenhaut and Alfa P3 models before, I request that you reconfirm your 

order please so that I know you agree with the higher price.

Website (www.tc-models.nl) 

The new models are not yet available on my website.

Photos of the Novelties can be found in the “Press release” (attached), and on the website

of CMC (www.cmc-modelcars.de), or via this link:.

https://www.cmc-modelcars.de/en/products/new-items-2023/

Models in stock: 

S-010 Book history 25 years CMC sold out at CMC € 79 stock

M-076 Mercedes Benz 300SLR (Uhlenhaut) Coupe 1955, red int. € 539 stock

M-167 Talbot Lago Coupe Typ 150C-SS Figoni/Fala LE MANS #8 LE 1500 € 599 1 left

M-188 Merc.Benz SSKL, 1931 GP Germany #10 Hans Stuck LE800 (sold out CMC**) € 399stock

M-189 Merc.Benz SSKL, GP Germany #12 Otto Merz, LE 600 (sold out CMC) € 399 stock

M-190 Merc.Benz SSK, white, 1930 (sold out CMC) € 389 stock

M-199 Ferrari 275 GTB /C #26 1966 Le Mans LE1800(sold out CMC) € 895 few left

M-208 Mercedes-Benz SSK, 1930 black, lim.ed. 800 (Sold out CMC € 499 stock

M-209 Mercedes-Benz SSK, 1930 clear finish incl.showcase LE 600 (Sold out CMC) € 499 stock

M-209 Mercedes-Benz SSK, 1930 clear finish incl.showcase LE 600 (Sold out CMC) € 499 stock

M-210 Ferrari F275 GTB/C, red (sold out CMC) € 579 stock

M-211 Ferrari 275 GTB/C, silver, chassis No.9051,#98 LE1000 Sold out CMC € 749 stock

M-212 Ferrari 275 GTB/C,light blue, ch.no.9057 #55 2012/2013 Spa Classic,LE1000 (so) € 749 stock

M-213 Ferrari F275GTB/C,burgundy,chno.9063 #4 Nassau Tour.Tr Rodrigez LE1000(so) sold out

I would like to receive your (pre-) orders or confirmation of current orders as soon as possible, but no later

than 30. January 2023.They are treated in order of entry.

I hear from CMC this morning that there is a lot of interest in the new GTO models.

Some Alfa models (M-221 and M-226) are almost sold out.

Kind regards,

Henk ten Cate

UK-CUSTOMERS:

PLease note that all prices on the list and in this letter include 21 % Dutch VAT, which you do not have to pay.

For instance: M-247 Ferrari 250 GTO Stirling Moss is listed € 649: you will have to pay € 649/ 1,21 is 

536,36 ex VAT. (app. 475 Pound).

On the other hand, when importing into the UK, you will have to pay 20% UK-VAT and app. 4% import-tax., 

so all togeter app 590 Pound. Recommended Retail Price (RRP) for model M-247 in the UK is £ 958,99 (!)

https://www.cmc-modelcars.de/en/products/new-items-2023/

